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Abstract
There are a variety of factors that affect the English language learning process such as motivation and gender. The
present study highlights the importance of motivation and gender in the English language learning process. This
study follows a mixed-method approach; qualitative and quantitative data were collected and analyzed. Qualitative
data were collected through a self-determined motivation questionnaire and a self-assessment chart from fifteen
male and fifteen female Saudi students. The participants were all studying English in the United States to continue
their university-level education. Data were analyzed co-relationally, using statistics and descriptions,
quantitatively. The results have revealed interesting findings, as the female participants tend to demonstrate more
motivation towards learning the English language, further highlighting that participants of different genders had
different perspectives about learning the English language. The conclusions, implications, and recommendations
of this study provide a foundation for future investigations into the English language learners’ motivation in Saudi
Arabia and other similar settings, with the goal of identifying variances in students’ orientations.
Keywords: gender, motivation, English language learning
1. Introduction
The English language is the most widespread language in the world. English language learning is prevalent in all
domains of Saudi Arabian education (Daif-Allah & Aljumah, 2020; Saaty, 2018). For instance, English is used to
fulfill university requirements and to increase job opportunities (Nduwimana, 2019; Khalid, 2016). Learning a
second/foreign language is a complex process. Several factors affect the English language learning process,
including biological and psychological variables (Ranjan & Philominraj, 2020). Motivation and gender are
significant factors in learning a language. Understanding the language learner’s motivation and its relation to
gender helps language instructors to better scaffold the course content and help their students in the learning
process. Therefore, learners’ motivation should be investigated to assess the relationship between learners’ motives
and how they meet their goals in the learning process.
It is been argued that motivation is neglected educationally in designing instruction (Khalid, 2016). Additionally,
teachers should understand their students’ goals for learning and work hard to meet these goals. Education must
focus on the learner whose motivation should be considered an integral part of learning. The focus on motivation in
language learning has become a critical component in language development since it influences language
competency and aids learners in achieving their objectives (Ali & Bin-Hady, 2019). Besides, in educational
research, gender differences seem to have a significant impact on students’ motivation for English language
learning. Therefore, gender differences should be taken into consideration when designing English language
learning courses.
Today, in Saudi Arabia, there has been a noticeable change in attitudes towards learning English within the field of
English foreign/second language learning and teaching. Over the past ten years, there has been a stronger emphasis
on students and learning rather than on teachers and teaching (Mohammed, 2015). Students’ needs, interests,
attitudes, and motivation have become major considerations in educational policies and practices. Therefore, in
any curriculum planning, design, and development, students have become the center of attention. Listening to
students’ voices is increasingly being advocated by researchers to better consider, understand, and enhance
students’ motivation (Sengkey, 2018; Loganathan et al., 2016).
Although there is a growing interest in the field of language teaching and the relationship between the students’
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motivation and gender in various contexts (e.g., Aldosari, 2014; Al Harthy, 2017; Daif-Allah & Aljumah, 2020;
Polat, 2011; Ranjan & Philominraj, 2020), there is limited research among Saudi students who are studying
English in the United States to pursue their education there. Examining the link between motivation and gender
would provide instructors and researchers with a better understanding of the language learning process and best
practices in teaching the English language.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Gender, Motivation, and Language Learning
Gender is an important factor that influences motivation in learning English as a second/foreign language. Many
studies (e.g., Akram & Ghani, 2013; Aldosari, 2014; Shaaban & Ghaith, 2000; Javid, Al-Asmari, & Farooq, 2012)
have reported a significant relationship between gender and motivation in the process of language learning.
Research studying motivation and gender differences in language learning contexts has observed that females are
more motivated in language learning than males (e.g., Dörnyei, Csizér, & Németh, 2006; Mori & Gobel, 2006).
Specifically, the findings of these studies showed that female students tend to be more willing to put more effort
into learning English than their male peers. These efforts include studying, attending tutoring sessions, and
participating in English classes.
Furthermore, many studies in the context of second language learning showed that females are generally more
motivated than males (e.g., Dornyei, Csizer, & Nemeth, 2006; Mori & Gobel, 2006; Baker & MacIntyre, 2000).
For instance, Kang (2000) reported that female learners proved to have higher integrative orientations than male
learners. In addition, Kissau (2006) found that female students of French seemed to have more enthusiasm than
males. The results reported that while most female students wanted to be fluent in French, male students generally
wished to drop their French studies. Therefore, aspects of gender differences related to motivation are evident in
some research. However, motivation is not a fixed factor in second language acquisition. Female superiority
cannot be generalized to all language learning settings. In Chung and Huang’s study (2010), the data collected
showed that most of the participants found learning English to be both useful and exciting. Most of these
Taiwanese students enjoyed learning English through games, and they liked being praised with words and grades.
Gender did not make any significant difference in this study. Rather, all the students liked learning English because
they liked receiving compliments and encouragement from their parents and teachers. Boys and girls alike were
motivated.
2.2 Motivation and Language Learning
As mentioned earlier, factors influencing the language learning process can be varied, except when looking at
motivation. Motivation is considered to be an important factor that determines the success of learning (Deci &
Ryan, 1985; Dörnyei, 2011). Motivation can be defined in a few different ways. First, it is defined as “what moves
a person to make certain choices, to engage in action, to expend effort and persist in action” (Dörnyei & Ushioda,
2021, p. 3). It can also be defined as the force to create and sustain intentions and goal-seeking acts (Ames & Ames,
1989). According to Woolfolk (1998, as cited in Rehman, Bilal, Sheikh, Bibi, & Nawaz, 2014), motivation is “an
internal state that arouses, directs and maintains behavior” (p. 372). Finally, it can be defined as “an internal
process that activates, guides and maintains behavior over time” (Salvin, 2001, p. 345, as cited in Rehman et al.,
2014). Motivation is important in the language learning process as it “determines the extent of the learner’s active
involvement and attitude toward learning” (Ngeow, 1998, p. 1). Moreover, Gardner (1985) identifies motivation as
the most influential factor in learning a new language. He emphasizes that to truly learn a language, individuals
must find the learning environment rewarding to be motivated to learn the target language.
Many studies (e.g., Aldosari, 2014; Daif-Allah & Aljumah, 2020; Javid et al., 2012) investigated the effects of
intrinsic and extrinsic types of motivation and their relation to gender in learning. None of these studies examine
Saudi students and the difference between males and females when studying English in the United States to
continue their university-level education there. Nonetheless, many educational theories can be involved when
referring to motivation in language learning. For this study’s purpose, the researcher selected the
Self-Determination Theory to examine the connection between motivation and gender in the English language
learning process.
3. Motivation and Self-Determination Theory (SDT)
Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is a meta-theory of motivation that offers a broad framework for many studies
on human motivation and personality (Table 1) (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000, 2002).
Self-Determination Theory defines intrinsic and varied extrinsic sources of motivation and explains the roles of
intrinsic and types of extrinsic motivation in cognitive and social developments and individual discrepancies (Deci
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& Ryan, 1985). For example, students who are externally motivated do their homework because they fear bad
grades or being reprimanded in class. Students who have introjected motivation want to please their teachers or
parents or avoid shame. Also, students who have identified motivation want to excel in their classes and use what
they are studying in their future careers. Students who have integrated motivation enjoy the subject and want to
learn it as well as they can. Therefore, the Self-Determination Theory is an attempt to explain the interaction
between the extrinsic forces acting on persons and the intrinsic motives and desires inherent in human personality
(Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000). As Ryan and Deci (2000) propose, “To be self-determined is to endorse
one’s actions at the highest level of reflection.”
Psychologists Edward L. Deci and Richard M. Ryan (1985) developed the Self-Determination Theory. They
suggest that to foster successful learning, it is important to focus on active and autonomous forms of extrinsic
motivation, such as praise and punishment. This theory is based on the relationship between extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation. Furthermore, the Self-Determination Theory posits that there are two main types of motivation:
intrinsic and extrinsic. Both types are powerful forces in shaping who we are and how we behave (Deci & Ryan,
1985, 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2000, 2002). In education, language learners are centrally concerned with motivation,
which is what moves oneself or others to act. They are often motivated by external factors such as rewards, grades,
evaluations, compliments, or fear of judgment from others (Daif-Allah & Aljumah, 2020). Generally, people are
motivated from within, by interest, caring, and curiosity. These intrinsic motivations can involve passions,
creativity, etc. For students, whether in K-12 or university, both extrinsic and intrinsic motivations are essential in
the learning process (Aldosari, 2014; Javid et al., 2012). Among the positive extrinsic motivations are high grades,
praise from teachers and parents, and respect from classmates (Daif-Allah, 2005). Among the negative extrinsic
motivations are low grades, disregard from teachers, lecturing or punishment from parents, and ridicule from
classmates. Intrinsic motivations may include satisfying one’s ego, achieving higher self-esteem, or avoiding guilt.
On the higher levels, students may consider the task to be personally important or even part of their sense of self.
There are several levels of extrinsic motivation that represent the degree to which the behavior has been integrated
into the individual’s self-perception (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000). The first level is external regulation,
in which motivation is exclusively external and regulated by control, obedience, conformity, and external rewards
and punishments. The next is introjected regulation, in which the motivation is somewhat external and is driven by
self-control, competition, and internal rewards and punishments (such as pride, shame, guilt). The third is
identified regulation, the motivation is somewhat internal and based on conscious personal values that are
important to the individual. The final level in extrinsic motivation is integrated regulation, in which intrinsic
sources, beliefs, and desires guide an individual’s behavior to be self-aware.
The right end of the continuum displays intrinsic motivation where an individual is entirely motivated by intrinsic
sources. In intrinsic regulation, individuals are self-motivated, self-determined, and driven by pleasure, fun,
interest, enjoyment, and the satisfaction that comes from the behavior or activity they are involved in. From the
aforementioned, it is clear that as individuals progress along this continuum, their motivation becomes less
controlled and more self-determined (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Table 1. Motivation types
Self-Determination
Extrinsic Motivation
External regulation
External
●
control
●
rewards
●
obedience
●
punishments

Introjected regulation
Focus on approval:
●
competition
●
internal rewards
and punishments
(pride, shame, guilt)

Identified regulation
High perceived:
●
value
●
personal
importance

Integrated regulation
Integrated into
self-concept/
self-awareness

Intrinsic Motivation
Knowledge Accomplishment Stimulation
Internal
●
pleasure
●
fun
●
enjoyment
●
satisfaction

4. Methodology
4.1 Participants and Setting
The participants in this study were fifteen male students and fifteen female students. Their ages ranged from 20 to
29. They were selected randomly. They were all located in the United States to continue their education both in
undergraduate and graduate studies. All were Saudi citizens and native speakers of Arabic who were studying
English as a second language at a private American University in Pennsylvania. They were all at different levels of
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English-speaking proficiency. Being born in Saudi Arabia, these students were raised speaking Arabic, with
varying degrees of exposure to the English language. Several students studied at government schools, where they
started to learn English in the sixth grade, while a few studied at private schools, where they learned English along
with Arabic. Additionally, some of the participants went to English Language Institutes in Saudi Arabia. By this
time, all of the participants were proficient in their English-speaking abilities.
In the United States, Saudi students are a small minority, as a result, they are obliged to learn how to speak
proficient English and establish linguistic and cultural awareness in that language. They are all learning the
language in order to continue their education in the United States, where English is the dominant language.
4.2 Research Questions
This study investigates how motivation influences students’ ability to learn to speak proper English and
motivation’s relation to gender, specifically in the differences between male and female Saudi students. The
following research questions were proposed:
●

Are there any significant differences between how Saudi male and female students learn to speak English
proficiently?

●

Are there any significant differences between Saudi male and female students in their motivation to increase
their speaking proficiency levels?

●

What motivates Saudi students to learn to speak English as a second language?

4.3 Instruments
Each participant filled out a self-determined motivation questionnaire (Appendix A) and a self-assessment chart
(Appendix B), electronically, to measure how gender affects students’ motivation to learn English as a second
language, particularly in speaking. This questionnaire is composed of 16 questions and one open-ended question.
Items were answered on a 1−7 scale, to rank how important each sentence is in describing students’ motivation to
learn to speak English. A ranking of 1, meaning “Not true at all” to 7, meaning “Very true”. The self-assessment
chart consists of 3 sentences that were answered on a scale of 1 to 5. The sentences measure the participants’ own
English professionalism in speaking according to different scenarios. The self-determined motivation
questionnaire was given to collect data about how students can be motivated differently. The self-assessment chart
aimed to collect information about the individual’s ability to speak English.
5. Pilot Test
Six Saudi students studying English at an English language institute were asked to complete the questionnaire to
examine its feasibility and efficiency. This pilot test was conducted to eliminate any unforeseen issues and to detect
any potential errors. It also assesses the questionnaire’s comprehension as well as its level of difficulty.
6. Data Collection and Analysis
This study followed a mixed-method approach; qualitative and quantitative data were collected and analyzed.
Qualitative data were collected through a self-determined motivation questionnaire and a self-assessment chart.
Then, data were analyzed co-relationally, using statistics and descriptions, quantitatively. Both instruments were
given in person to each participant with no time constraints.
6.1 Discussion and Results
The results of the present investigative research reveal significant findings. This study builds upon current research
studies of motivation and gender as they affect English language learning in various educational settings. To
discover which factors influence students’ learning outcomes regarding speaking English learning, it is necessary
to understand each student’s differences. Motivation and gender are key factors in learning second/foreign
languages. The reported findings view motivation and its relation to gender as a sociocultural construct and relate
them both to the attainment of second/foreign language learning. In the processes of second/foreign language
attainment, it can be helpful to acknowledge the effect of gender on motivation and to educate second/foreign
language teachers and learners about how sociocultural norms and regulations may affect their students’ learning
process.
In English language learning settings, it is necessary to develop second/foreign language teachers’ awareness of
sociopsychological elements, especially motivation and gender-based perspectives. Teachers must consider
students’ language learning motivations in different learning settings. For example, Cabral’s (2005) study revealed
that students enjoyed getting the attention of their instructor and classmates in EFL classes and liked to be asked to
participate in activities, games, and role-playing. It was clear that these students had better attitudes and
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motivationns for their EFL classes than others. Insstructors also were aware tthat students w
were motivate
ed by
receiving aattention from
m teachers and their classmattes. As one nattive English-sppeaking studennt in Portugal said,
“The teachher is always asking
a
me to teell the others abbout my formeer school, abouut my country…
…” (Cabral, 2005).
In contrastt, students menntioned their teeachers’ lack oof enthusiasm in the classes taught in Porttuguese. One of
o the
students saaid, “PNL [Porrtuguese as a nnative languagge] classes are boring, the teaacher is never happy…” Another
example comes from Chhung and Huanng’s (2010) studdy, students inn Taiwan enjoyyed learning Ennglish because
e they
liked comppliments and encouragemen
e
nt from their pparents and teaachers. They aalso noted thatt “Students in rural
schools finnd English intteresting probaably because tthey learn Engglish in a happpier and less stressful way in
n the
learning ennvironment off the countrysidde” (Chung & Huang, 2010). This shows that the studennts were motiv
vated
extrinsicallly to learn Engglish.
As this stuudy followed a mixed-methood approach; qqualitative and quantitative ddata were colleected and analy
yzed.
mined motivattion questionnnaire and a self-assessment chart.
Qualitativee data were coollected througgh a self-determ
c
Therefore,, data were annalyzed co-relationally, usinng statistics annd descriptions, quantitativeely. The results are
discussed as followed: First,
F
data anallysis from the self-determineed motivation questionnaire, which include
es 16
questions aand an open-ennded question. Second, data ffrom the self-aassessment chaart consists of 3 sentences. Fin
nally,
a descriptiive analysis off the correlationn between the data.
6.2 Self-Deetermined Mottivation Questtionnaire Resullts
Regardingg motivation, thhe results diffeered significanntly according to gender diffferences. The ddata analysis of
o the
self-determ
mination questtionnaire (Apppendix A) show
wed that thirteen of the partiicipants’ scoreed high for intrrinsic
motivationn, ten of whichh were femalees and three m
males. One fem
male shared booth introjectionn and identification
motivationns equally. Annother female shared equallyy introjection and intrinsic motivations. T
Two male stud
dents
scored exttrinsic motivattion as their hiighest motivattion. Another male student showed extrinnsic motivation
n and
identificatiion evenly. Annother male stuudent’s score sshowed that iddentification w
was his highest motivation. As
A the
data show,, almost all of the students’ ssignificant diffferences were iinfluenced by ggender.
The results of the externnal regulation section (Figurre 1) in the surrvey show thaat males scoredd 71% and fem
males
scored 29%
%. This explainns that the malle students aree motivated to do their classw
work in order nnot to get in tro
ouble
or be punished by the teaacher or parennts if they did nnot do it. Malees also think thhat they have suupposed to do their
classwork,, such as particcipation and hhomework because of coursee requirementss. On the otherr hand, female
es are
less worrieed about gettinng in trouble orr being punisheed by the teachher or parents. Females are m
motivated to do their
classwork,, not by externnal regulations,, control, rewarrds, or punishm
ments. Femalees are motivated to participate
e and
work on coourse requirem
ments less by eexternal regulattions than males.

Externaal Regulaation
Fem
males
2
29%
Males
71%

Maales

Females

Figure 1. E
External regulaation
% and the femalles scored 69%
%. This explains that
Regardingg introjected mootivation (Figuure 2), the malees scored 31%
the femalees were motivaated and more focused. Theyy want their teaachers to think they are goodd students. Also
o, the
female stuudents cared abbout their self-iimage, more thhan males did. Females feel ggood about theemselves when
n they
accomplishh classwork, annd they feel baad and ashamedd of themselvees if they do noot do what theyy are supposed to do
according to their coursse requirementts (e.g., class activities, asssignments, preesentations, grooup-work projjects,
etc.).
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In
ntrojecteed Motivvation
31%
69%
%

Maales

Females

Figure 2. Inntrojected motiivation
cored
Concerninng identified motivation (Figuure 3), the resuults were similaar for both malles and femaless. The males sc
55% and th
the females scoored 45%. This emphasizes tthat both malees and females are highly conncerned about their
future careeers. Both werre motivated too learn Englishh to have goodd job opportunnities and get a respectable career
path. How
wever, the malees were slightlyy more concerrned about being friends witth English speaakers than fem
males.
Additionallly, males weree more motivaated to communnicate with nattive English sppeakers than feemales.

Id
dentified Motivvation

46%

54%

Maales

Females

Figure 3. Iddentified motivvation
As far as integrated motivation (Figurre 4), the resuults were also similar for booth males and females. The male
The female students were moore concerned than male stud
dents
students sccored 44% andd the females sscored 56%. T
about attaiining the higheest proficiency in speaking Ennglish. Therefoore, the femalees liked speakinng English and
d they
wanted to learn to speakk English well. It is more impportant to femaales than maless to attain nativve proficiency
y. The
females likke being able to
t speak Englissh as native sppeakers, includding the accentt. Also, females reported thatt they
feel good aabout themselvves when theyy sound like nattive English sppeakers.
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In
ntegrateed Motivvation
44%
56%
%

Maales

Females

Figure 4. Inntegrated motivvation
Determination qquestionnaire, all male studeents shared that the most siggnificant facto
or for
Moreover,, in the Self-D
them was tthat they needeed to learn to sppeak English w
well because off its importancce for their futuure careers. The
ey all
chose 7 onn the scale, whhich means “Veery true”. Thiss result was alsso reflected in the open-endeed question. One of
them, whoo is 23 years olld, wrote in thhe open-ended question, “Jobb opportunitiess are better if I can speak En
nglish
proficientlly.” Another sttudent, who is 22 years old, w
wrote, “Being able to speak English is verry important fo
or my
future careeer.” The third student, who iis 18 years oldd, noted, “… too attain a goodd position in myy future careerr life,
I believe thhat I need to speak
s
English very well.” Too express the importance of the English laanguage in jobss and
future careeers, a fourth student,
s
who iis 29, wrote, “T
The ability to communicate fluently in booth written and
d oral
forms of thhe English langguage is criticaal for career advvancement…. English is the most widely uused language in
i the
corporate world, makingg it one of thee most vital em
mployability sskills.” Anotheer student, who is 28, stated
d, “In
today’s corrporate world, it is mandatorry for every em
mployee to speeak English in the workplacee.”
Furthermoore, in the openn-ended questiion at the end of the Self-Deetermination qquestionnaire, tthe female stud
dents
answered ddifferently aboout what motivvated them to leearn to speak E
English. Two of them, who w
were 26 and 29 years
y
old, wrote that speaking English was im
mportant for thhem to pursue an academic liife and find goood jobs back home
h
in Saudi A
Arabia. One off them wrote that her plan w
was, “… to be able to com
mmunicate withh English lang
guage
speakers aaround the worrld, to continuee my academicc studies and too improve my future career.”” The other stu
udent,
who is 20 years old, expplained that heer motivation ffor learning too speak Englissh properly is tto be able to speak
s
another lannguage and to be fluent in it. In other wordds, she wanted to be bilinguall. She also wroote that “I like to be
best in all tthe skills that I am learning iin life.” That m
means that she iis going to feell bad about herrself if she doe
es not
do well in her studies. One
O of the femaales, who is 277, wrote, “I jusst feel good whhen I communnicate properly with
native Engglish speakers”” Another femaale student, whho is 25, said, ““It will feel woonderful whenn I earn my deg
gree.”
Therefore,, she is influennced by intrinsiic motivation tto learn to speaak English welll.
Almost alll male studentss reported in thhe open-ended question by reeporting they ddo not have anny major difficu
ulties
acculturatiing with Ameericans as a reesult of Amerricans’ easygoing and accom
mmodating naature to foreig
gners.
Results shoow that males interacted morre with the targget language coommunity becaause they weree all undergradu
uates
and had m
more chances for
f interaction in the target language. One of the male sttudents, 22 yeears old, wrote, “…
what motivvates me to atttain a high prooficiency in sppeaking Englishh and to know
w slang words tthat American
ns use
frequentlyy is that it is imp
mportant to me tto hang out with friends from
m the target lannguage and to w
work on homework
with my cllassmates in cllasses and outsside classes.” IIn other wordss, he was more concerned with the development
of converssational fluencyy of the target llanguage ratheer than using thhe target languaage in decontextualized acad
demic
situations. Another malee student, 23 yeears old, reportted that he speends a lot of tim
me with target language peop
ple in
classes andd outside classses as well. Froom what male students wrotee in their answ
wers to the openn-ended question, it
is clear that they decreaased their social distance byy having more experiences aand opportunitties to get to know
k
members oof the target lannguage culturee, and thereforee the male studdents have more chances to unnderstand the target
t
language cculture and peoople better.
On the otther hand, a female
f
studentt, 24 years oldd, was more concerned aboout talking abbout her cultu
ure to
Americanss and correctinng wrong conceeptions about hher culture. Shhe was also the only one that w
wrote that she likes
to know abbout different cultures.
c
She saaid, “English iis the most com
mmonly spokenn language in tthe world. Stud
dying
English heelps me to talkk to others aboout my Saudi cculture… and to learn aboutt other culturees and commun
nities
around thee world.” So, she
s studies Engglish because sshe likes it, ratther than becauuse she wants to acculturate with
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the target llanguage people in or outsidee of her classess. It was clear tthat her motivaation was intrinnsic, within herself.
All in all, m
males seemed to be more mootivated than ffemales to learnn the languagee to decrease thheir social distance.
6.3 Self-Asssessment Chaart Results
Data from
m the self-assesssment chart (A
Appendix B) sshowed that thhe percentagess of levels in tthe self-assessment
chart weree very similar for all particippants. Males hhad a score of 53% and femaales, 47% (Figgure 5). The re
esults
revealed tthat all particcipants were ssatisfied with their Englishh-speaking prroficiency leveels outside off the
classroomss. They felt chhallenged in deealing with theiir daily speakiing skills.

Self-asssessmeent
47%
%

53%

Maales

Females

Figure 5. Self-assessm
ment
As data froom the self-asssessment chartt were collectedd from all thirtty participants, the results weere used along with
the self-deetermination questionnaire
q
aas a second innstrument to ttriangulate thee data. The daata analyses off this
instrumentt were obtaineed to reveal thee English-speaaking proficienncy of all studdents. The resuults differ regarrding
students’ ttype of motivaation and gendder differencees. Comparing the self-deterrmination quesstionnaire with
h the
self-assesssment chart, finndings revealeed that studentss with high andd low levels off intrinsic motiivation have higher
scores on tthe self-assesssment chart. Thhe female partticipants who had high scorees for intrinsicc motivation sc
cored
higher in thheir speaking proficiency
p
levvels. Thereforee, as students’ llevel of intrinsic motivation iincreased, stud
dents’
speaking pproficiency beccame better. However, the m
male participantts also scored hhigh levels on the self-assessment
chart.
7. Conclussion
Motivationn in language learning cannoot be easily seeparated from gender. This iis indicated byy many studiess that
have invesstigated languaage learning annd language acqquisition (e.g.,, Aldosari, 2014; Al Harthy, 22017; Daif-Alllah &
Aljumah, 22020; Ranjan & Philominraj
aj, 2020). Varioous studies havve found that males and fem
males generally
y use
different leearning strateggies and styless in language learning, and eeach gender typpically has diffferent motivattions.
Generally, results suggeest that femalee students hadd much higherr intrinsic mottivation than m
male students. The
present stuudy’s results coonfirm this, fem
males reportedd significantly hhigher scores inn intrinsic questions as evide
enced
in the Selff-Determination questionnairre.
Through aall of the findinngs, it seems cllear that gendeer differences iin motivation ffor second lannguage learning
g and
teaching aare influenced by socialization practices, aalong with diffferent reasonss and goals for learning betw
ween
males and females. As other
o
research has found, “…
… gender posees stronger lim
mitations on neetworks than ethnic
identity pooses on them” (Polat
(
& Mahaaligappa, 20100). One of the ccurrent study’s participants, w
who is 26 yearss old,
answered the open-endeed question byy writing that what motivattes her to speak English weell is her desiire to
introduce hher culture in an
a appropriate way to other ppeople and to llearn more aboout American cculture. This sh
hows
that she is interacting wiith English speeakers and is innfluenced by socialization.
The resultts have shown that all studennts were conccerned about hhaving good joob opportunitiees. Both maless and
females weere motivated to learn Englissh to have a briighter future caareer. Even thoough the imporrtance of Engliish in
future careeers was inevitable, two of tthe female parrticipants did nnot emphasizee this element. Instead, they were
interested simply becausse they liked to learn new thhings and theyy wanted to be able to expresss their though
hts in
another cuulture’s languagge. That showss that motivatinng patterns maay vary dependding on genderr differences, which
w
is considerred to be a soccially constituteed phenomenoon.
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Moreover, the findings support previous research regarding females’ higher performance in different second
language skills in diverse second language learning settings. Also, females showed greater integrative motivations
and more positive attitudes toward second language learning than males (Kang, 2000; Kissau, 2006; Mori & Gobel,
2006; Shaban & Ghaith, 2000). In contrast, some research studies did not report any gender differences in
motivation. For instance, Wang and Liao’s (2011) study found that motivation is a major factor in learning a
second language in Taiwan, but gender is not as important. In their study, gender was not a positive predicate.
Further, the majority of the participants seem to be comfortable functioning and interacting in the target language.
Most of the participants scored high in the question, which asked if one of the reasons they wanted to learn how to
speak English was to be friends with English-speaking people. They all were very concerned about attaining the
highest proficiency in speaking English because they liked being able to speak like native speakers and wanted to
interact with native English speakers, too. Therefore, students’ motivation toward the target language and culture
was seen as an important factor or an impediment to language learning. Nonetheless, some students wanted to be
accepted as language students within native speaker groups.
8. Limitations, Further Research, and Implications
This study addressed only a limited number of Saudi students as well as a limited number of learner variables, as
they are related to success in English speaking proficiency. It set out limited relationships between motivation and
gender to second/foreign language learning and proficiency. The results revealed differing degrees and types of
motivations for Saudi male and female students for attaining higher English-speaking proficiency. These
relationships, however, could have been caused by other affective factors such as age or university majors that
were not examined in this study.
Also, this study suggests several theoretical implications regarding motivation and gender for verbal interaction
with native English speakers. Data indicated that external, introjected, identificational, and integrative motivation
were significantly different predictors of extrinsic motivation towards English speaking for each of the genders.
The conclusions of this present study provide a platform for future investigations into the English language
learners’ motivation in Saudi Arabia and in similar settings to find out differences in students’ orientations.
There are considerably many other factors that influence motivation in learning English as a second/foreign
language. The inquiry into such factors can be recommended for further research studies. There are some variables
such as socioeconomic status, personality traits, age, attitudes, aptitude, exposure to the new language, studying
major, learner’s first language, learning styles, and other variables that have significant effects on motivation in
learning English as a second/foreign language.
The current study’s findings, conclusions, and implications provide a foundation for future research. This could
include:
a.

Replicating the study in Saudi Arabia or similar settings in Arabic-speaking countries to explore changes in
students’ orientations.

b.

Investigating how motivation affects English language proficiency.

c.

Conducting a longitudinal study with a larger number of students to investigate how motivation, gender, and
other individual variables can affect learning a second/foreign language.

d.

Examining instructors’ motivation for teaching English as well as the different styles of instruction they
utilize in classrooms to demonstrate the link between motivation, gender, and other factors.

e.

Studying more in-depth mixed method and qualitative studies to determine the true causes of male and female
students’ demotivation to study English, which includes both social and educational factors.

f.

Suggesting practical techniques for promoting male and female students’ motivation to learn English from
both students’ and teachers’ perspectives.

Despite the limited scope of this study, some pedagogical implications can be traced. The study has proved that
Saudi students, both males and females, showed positive motivation to learn English as a second/foreign language,
highlighted the value of studying English, and explained their goals. The results of this study could be used for
instructional purposes as well as curriculum design. In light of the results of the present study, it is also
recommended that educators should put students’ motivations and goals into consideration when designing
courses. Therefore, aspects such as courses design, teaching methods, teachers’ roles, and assessment tools should
all focus on encouraging learners to achieve their goals in learning English based on their own motivations.
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Appendix A
Questionnaire in (English-learning Motivation)
Gender --------------- Age -----------Below are some questions that aim to measure your motivation in learning how to speak English. For each
question below, on a scale of 1 meaning “NOT TRUE at all” to 7 meaning “Very TRUE”, state how important
you believe each sentence is in describing your motivation for learning how to speak English.
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A
1
2
3
4
B
5
6
7
8
C
9
10
11
12
D
13
14
14
16
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Why do I do my writing homework?
Because I want the teacher to think, I am a good student.
Because I will get in trouble if I do not.
Because I will feel bad about myself if I do not do it.
Because that is what I am supposed to do.
Why do I work on my speaking class work?
So that the teacher will not punish me.
Because I will be ashamed of myself if I do not do it.
Because that is a course requirement.
Because it’s important to me to work on my classwork
Why do I need to learn how to speak English?
Because I want to be friends with English-speaking people.
Because I want to learn how to speak English well.
Because it is important to my future career
Because my parents will punish me if I do not.
Why should I be concerned about attaining the highest proficiency in
Speaking English?
Because I like being able to speak English like a native speaker
Because I like speaking English
Because it is important to me to attain a native proficiency.
Because I feel great when I speak English like a native speaker.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Open-ended question:
What motivates you to learn how to speak English? Why?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------External regulation: 2, 4, 5, 7, 12
2. Because I will get in trouble if I do not.
4. Because that is what I am supposed to do.
5. So that the teacher will not punish me.
7. Because that is a course requirement.
12. Because my parents will punish me if do not.
Introjection: 1, 3, 6
1. Because I want the teacher to think I am a good student.
3. Because I will feel bad about myself if I do not do it.
6. Because I will be ashamed of myself if I do not do it.
Identification: 8, 9, 11
8. Because it is important to me to work on my classwork.
11. Because it is important for my future career.
9. Because I want to be friends with English-speaking people.
Integration: 10, 13, 14, 15, 16
10. Because I want to learn how to speak English well.
13. Because I like being able to speak English like a native speaker
14. Because I like speaking English
15. Because it is important to me to attain a native proficiency.
16. Because I feel great when I speak English like a native speaker.
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Appendix B
Self-assessments chart
Below are some statements that aim to help you assess/evaluate your own ability/proficiency in speaking English.
For each statement below, on a scale from 1 to 5, state how important you believe each sentence in describing
your ability/proficiency in speaking English.
I can order pizza delivery
by telephone in English

I am not usually able to order
pizza

1

2

3

4

5

I can book a flight by
talking on the phone to a
flight agency
I can communicate what I
need to say to a banker in
English

I am not usually able to book a
flight by talking on the phone to a
flight agency
I am not usually able to say what
I want to a banker

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

I am always able to give the correct pizza
order and directions to my house the first
time I try
I am always able to book a flight by
talking on the phone to a flight agency
I am always able to communicate with a
banker easily
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